Primary Device:
For Device Required transactions, customers need to set up which device is their
primary device. If they only have one device registered, it will be selected by
default.

How to setup an alert destination:
To add an address, they would click on the “Add Destination Button”, which
brings up a screen for a customer to select the channel, and address for that
destination.

Notification Destinations:
Customers should have at least one destination set up in order to use the MCS
feature. The address is required in case any fraud alerts could occur, which are
not subscribable.
On the profile screen, customers can modify their primary device, and the
destinations where they would like to have all of their alerts be sent to. For
Device Required transactions, customers need to set up which device is their
primary device. If they only have one device registered, it will be selected by
default.

Card Preferences
For the debit cards, each card that the customer is subscribed to, and entitled to
will appear. The person to whom the card belongs will be displayed, along with
the last 4 of their card number, and an icon to display if the card is on/off. (Green
= On, Red = Off). Once they tap on card, they’ll be able to set card preferences for
each card, and view history for their card.
Card On = Green

Card Off = Red

Once your card is turned on in the Mobile Card Services tab you will now see all
the options availiable to you.
JTNB Debit Card off

JTNB Debit Card on

Merchant types:
Merchant type alert and authorizations are triggered based off of Merchant
Category. If the customer toggles ‘Allow’ off for a merchant type, any transaction
processed on their card with that merchant type will be denied. Each time a
customer makes any changes to their settings, they must click ‘submit’ to save
their preferences.

Transaction types:
Customers can set alerts on specific transaction types. These are based on specific
details in the transaction. Transaction type details are more technical in the
aspect of the actual transaction. Each time a customer makes any changes to their
settings, they must click ‘submit’ to save their preferences.

Location based features:
Two categories of Location based alerts and controls exist: Device Required and
Block International.

Device Required
Customers can elect to turn on a feature within mobile card services that requires
their primary device to be in the same zip code as the merchant when performing
a transaction.
For example, if Device Required Control is turned on, and they leave their phone
at home (zip code 18229), any card transaction made within that one part of Jim
Thorpe Pa will be honored. Transactions made at other zip codes (for example
18235 Lehighton Pa) or in other areas would be denied.

Block International
Customer can also be alerted when a transaction occurs internationally, or set up
a block on all international transactions that occur on their card. Note: The card
must be present in order to be blocked or alerted upon. This function will not
block or alert upon e‐commerce Transactions that are also internationally driven.
If a customer knows they will be performing transactions in a specific country
internationally, they can set up a set of exclusion countries. Simply tap on
“Country to exclude”, pick the country from the list of options, and click Add.
Customers (by default) can add up to 5 countries to exclude. Exclusion countries
will not be alerted when a transaction occurs within that country, and
transactions will not be denied. Customers are also required to pick a start and
end date for when they’ll be within a specific Exclusion Country.

By default they can only select 30 days for an Exclusion Country to be active.

Card History
The transaction history module allows customers to review transactions that have
occurred, including those that were declined and alerted upon. This will display a
list of card transactions that have occurred on the current card. Select a month to
display transactions occurring in that month, and click search (upon opening, it
will search the current month automatically).
Transaction details include more specific details regarding a transaction. The
transaction type and merchant type are important pieces of information in case a
customer would like to block other similar transactions using our control features.

Spending limit
Each card has the availability to have four limits: an alert per transaction limit, an
alert for monthly spending threshold reached, a block for transactions over a
certain limit, and a block for all transactions after hitting a specific monthly
threshold.
The first per transaction limit on the screen is an alert that will let customers
know if a specific transaction has occurred over that limit. For example, if I
request to be alerted for transactions over $50, I would not receive the
notification until a transaction of $50.01 had occurred. Transactions of exactly
$50 would not trigger the alert.
The same is true for the control for per transaction limit. If set, a transaction
would be blocked only if it is over the limit set by the customer. If the user set a
control limit of $150, transactions occurring at $150 would be authorized.
Transactions of $150.01 and greater would then be blocked.
Also, if the monthly spending threshold limit is set for either the alert or the
control, the per transaction limit must be less than the monthly spending
thresholds.

